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Charles Jay Tice was a spy's spy--a legendary figure in the CIA, and theintelligence world in
general,towards the end of the Cold War. But he was also a traitor, having sold secrets that seriously
compromised the U.S. for years to come. Since his conviction, he's been kept in the tightest maximum
security prison under the tightest security. Until one morning, his cell is discovered empty--Tice has
disappeared without even the hint of trace.Agent Elaine Cunningham is a 'hunter', assigned to find Tice
quickly, before the rest of the world knows he's gone. But she soon finds out that somethingis very
wrong. This ismore than just an impossible escape by a master spy--lurking in the shadows is a much
bigger, deeper, and more dangerous conspiracy thanan old spy'slast run for freedom.
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1. Bedy
The Last Spymaster is an excellent book especially for those who like
reading books dealing with spies. I have never read a Gayle Lynds`s book.
I hope the others are just as good as this one because I will start reading
them.
A super spy and so-called traitor escapes from prison. Against the odds he
avoids multiple traps where people are trying to kill him. During this
exciting book he joins up with a CIA hunter who has been assigned to find
him. The spymaster also reunites with a former lover from Germany.
Together they struggle to uncover and destroy a vicious plot to harm our
country. There is lots of action. You can`t get bored reading this book.
Hope the author brings back this character for another story. I sure
enjoyed this one.

2. Downloaded
The Last Spymaster, marks Gayle Lynds the Best Spymaster.That title
belonged to Robert Ludlum all theses years,but now she has taken up the
mantle and with her new book has surpassed,the man himself.
This book is written in such a way that keeps the reader wanting
to get to the next page.The characters are well developed and the plot is
slowly unfolded so as to provide suprises through
out the book.The twist and turns keep coming and coming.You will find
very quick that it is fast paced,well written,and
long hours of research have gone into this spy novel. The action will
satisfy action fans, but it is the backdrop that provide's the crux of this
book, along with the great characters whom are not cardboard, but seem
to be real people right out of the spy world.This book is so engrossing it
will leave midnight readers with buzzing brains.Lynds pulls you headfirst
into a world of danger and intrigue, this is a first class thriller and puts
Gayle Lynds and The Last Spymaster at number one on all list for not only
the summer but a classic for years to come.

3. Qulcelat
This was my first Gayle Lynds novel and I probably went through it too
quickly... but I simply could not slow down. The action was non-stop with
twists and turns necessary in a top notch spy thriller. The characters were
believable and the details were spot on. I will read more of Ms Lynds
writings and have already recommended this one to several like minded
friends.

4. Frostdefender
If you're a Vince Flynn, Brad Thor or Ben Coes fan, you're going to love
Gayle Lynds. This is my first book by this author and I plan to read
everything else she has written!

5. I love Mercedes
1) The Hook - This book starts with a great story that drew me in.
2) The Question - Is Jay Tice a traitor? Great details that muddy the waters
3) The Cast - Spy's that switch sides, disgraced employees, "wet" teams,
greedy bureaucrats, and a lost love. Enough detail to make all characters
real.
4) The Chase - Reading about Jay's struggle, looking for clues to make my
decision about his loyalty.
5) The Verdict - This reminds me of the movie Inception as it makes you
focus so you don't miss a clue
6) I bought the next book immediately

6. kinder
Gayle Lynds ranks I my top three favourite authors in the
spy/espionage/mystery genre. She novels are fast-paced with intriguing
characters and story lines. She is an excellent researcher who creates
interesting stories.

7. thrust
I am so happy to have found Gayle Lynds espionage stories. Her
characters are interesting and well developed, the technology realistic
and current. Interesting stories that ring true.

8. Keeps you second guessing. Fast paced action packed. If you like Silva you
will enjoy this book. I would recommend.
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